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Who’s Afraid of Drawing?

“Who’s Afraid of Drawing?”. The intentionally provocative title is an ironic take on the lack of consideration of the
medium of drawing, especially in Italy
The Museo del Novecento in Milan is hosting a courageous exhibition of over 100 Italian 20th-century works on
paper from the Ramo Collection. From Boccioni to Paolini, by way of Savinio, Fontana, Melotti, Rama, Castellani,
Mauri, Agnetti, Mondino, Schifano, Pascali, Boetti, Salvo and many others. The aim of the collection is to bear
witness to the great importance of Italian art of the last century, promoting a culture of drawing as a medium with
an autonomous value, on a par with painting and sculpture.
If we let the drawings do the talking, thematic groups take form based on what we effectively find in works on
paper, beyond historical and stylistic categories. This is why the exhibition is divided into four sections, under the
form of open questions: “Abstractions?”, “Figurations?”; “Words and images?”, “And the sculptors?” The works
themselves provide the answers, based on the visual association of abstract and figurative forms of different eras,
generating a dialogue.
Visitors have a chance to admire works never shown elsewhere and great masterpieces that offer a new take on
artists known above all for their works on canvas, such as Cagnaccio di San Pietro, Tancredi, Gnoli, Burri, or for
their sculptures, such as Wildt, Marini, Consagra. For some of the artists the choice has gone to early works or later
output, revealing interesting, novel aspects. There will also be the opportunity to see the very interesting production
of artists like Rho and Munari, or creations on paper by artists known for their installations with humble materials,
such as Merz, Kounellis, Anselmo and Calzolari.
“Who’s Afraid of Drawing?” also includes the lively and unexpected contribution of Virgilio Villoresi who has
made an animated video using paper, a sort of dreamy tribute to the Ramo Collection.

